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Multi-core processing systems are the solution of choice to provide high embedded computing performance, but drawbacks in timing-predictability and programmability limit their adoption in safety-critical aerospace applications. This work presents a compiler tool-flow for automated parallelization of model-based real-time software, which addresses the shortcomings of multi-core architectures in real-time systems. The flow is demonstrated using a model-based Terrain Awareness and Warning Systems (TAWS) and an edge detection algorithm from the image-processing domain. Model-based applications are first transformed into real-time C code and from there into a well-predictable parallel C program. Tight bounds
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for the Worst-Case Execution Time (WCET) of the parallelized program can be determined using an integrated multi-core WCET analysis. Thanks to the use of an architecture description language, the general approach is applicable to a wider range of target platforms. An experimental evaluation for a research architecture with network-on-chip (NoC) interconnect shows that the parallel WCET of the TAWS application can be improved by factor 1.77 using the presented compiler tools.

Nomenclature

\[ NS_i = \text{A sequence of consecutive basic blocks} \]
\[ \epsilon_i = \text{Worst-case end time for node sequence } NS_i \text{ in clock cycles} \]
\[ \sigma_i = \text{Worst-case start time for node sequence } NS_i \text{ in clock cycles} \]

I. Introduction

The process of digitalization leads to an increasing adoption of information and communication technologies in various areas, including the aeronautics domain. This development is visible in emerging technologies such as connected flight, autonomous air vehicles or intelligent drone-swarms. Literature like [1] even predicts that smart technologies will lead to a revolution of the entire aeronautics area, the so-called Flight 4.0.

A fundamental precondition for these innovations is the availability of sufficient computational performance. The solution of choice to meet this requirement are heterogeneous multi- and many-core hardware platforms that offer a good trade-off between performance and energy efficiency. The downside, however, is that the safety requirements for electronic systems in the aeronautics domain are much harder to satisfy when multiple processor cores operate in parallel. One major problem is the verification of hard real-time guarantees for parallel software that runs on a multi-core system. Time-critical hardware/software systems must be proven to react within a given time frame regardless of its current state or input data. This property has to be verified in the design phase of the system, where a safe upper bound for the worst-case execution time (WCET) must be determined. Safe WCET bounds, however, can only be guaranteed by means of a static analysis of the program binary with respect to the hardware platform. Profiling-based approaches are not sufficient, as it is usually impossible to prove that the assessed execution scenario matches the worst possible case. While static WCET analyzers based on Abstract Interpretation (e.g. [2]) are commercially available for a range of single-core processors, state-of-the-art solutions for multi-core systems only exist for a few specialized hardware platforms.

The lack of multi-core WCET-analysis tools results from open challenges in predicting the temporal behavior of multiple tightly-coupled processor cores. The main problem are concurrent accesses to shared hardware resources from different cores [3]. In presence of such accesses, a piece of code running on one of the processors can affect the
execution times of other cores. If the processors are e.g. connected to a shared memory bus, the arbitration unit might delay some accesses while the bus is blocked by other cores. This so-called timing interference is hard to predict at compile-time and pessimistic assumptions like the permanent presence of conflicting accesses might be required to get safe WCET bounds. Such assumptions, however, can easily eliminate the benefit of parallelism for the worst-case execution scenario, since shared resources become a limiting bottleneck.

Previous works address the interference problem either using specialized multi-core hardware that is fully timing compositional or through approaches to predict and bound interference costs at design time. In the former case, the hardware ensures that concurrent accesses from different cores cannot affect each other’s access times \[^3\]. This is usually achieved by ensuring a fixed spatial or temporal separation of concurrent accesses. Spatial separation can, for instance, be realized with separated memory busses per core, while temporal isolation is e.g. provided by static Time-Division Multiple Access (TDMA) arbitration schemes. In both cases, timing-compositional multi-core hardware suffers from drawbacks such as the increased hardware costs for multiple memory busses or the performance bottlenecks due to bandwidth sharing in TDMA.

As an alternative to timing compositional hardware, the prediction of interference costs at design time has been studied in several previous works like \[^4\]-\[^7\]. This approach puts lower burdens on the hardware platform but requires sophisticated static WCET analyzers, restricted programming models and extensive program optimization towards reduced interference costs. To eliminate these drawbacks, interference analysis can be combined with compiler-based program-optimization and automated parallelization. This way, automated compiler tools can handle the necessary parallelization, optimization and adaption steps, while the WCET-analysis phase may re-use information from the compilation stage to improve its accuracy. While the tight integration of WCET-analysis and automated parallelization has not been explored in detail by previous works, this article presents a novel solution in the form of the integrated “ARGO” tool flow\[^\]\[^\]\[^\]. The flow takes high-level programs, model-based applications or C code as input and produces a functionally equivalent parallel C program. It combines model-based design, WCET-aware automated parallelization, and interference analysis to automate the necessary optimization of parallel programs towards low interference and high predictability. In this way, the ARGO tools simplify the development and verification of parallel real-time software while allowing developers to take advantage of model-based design principles.

Various avionics systems used in modern aircraft can benefit from automated parallelization solutions. In this work, we demonstrate the applicability of the proposed tools and evaluate its promises by means of a Terrain Awareness and Warning System (TAWS), which is based on the example of the Enhanced Ground Proximity Warning System (EGPWS)\[^\]\[^\]. A TAWS provides visual and aural warnings, which aim to prevent Controlled Flight Into Terrain (CFIT) type of accidents. EGPWS is one of the various TAWS options available in the market. It has five basic modes

\[^3\]http://www.argo-project.eu
\[^4\]EGPWS is a TAWS from Honeywell: https://aerospace.honeywell.com/en/pages/enhanced-ground-proximity-warning-system
that lead to visual and aural warnings between 30 ft (9.144 m) to 2450 ft (746.76 m) Above Ground Level (AGL). Examples would be warnings for excessive descent rates for all phases of flight (Mode 1), or significant altitude loss after take-off or during a low altitude go around (Mode 3). Additionally, an EGPWS provides some enhanced functions like the “Terrain Alerting and Display” and the “Terrain Look Ahead Alerting”, which rely on a terrain elevation database.

As the main contribution of this article, we present the first complete prototype of the ARGO tool-flow together with the model-based TAWS as a real-world use-case application. In contrast to previously published concept work [8, 9], we demonstrate the feasibility of model-based design principles for time-critical avionic applications like TAWS and show that parallelization can help to reduce WCET-bounds. To demonstrate the interference prediction capabilities of the presented tools, our experiments with the TAWS are complemented by an evaluation for a computationally more intensive image-processing algorithm. We measure the benefit of multi-core platforms for real-time applications, by comparing the WCET of the parallelized C code with the WCET of an equivalent sequential implementation that is generated before parallelization. The experiments are carried out for a multi-core research architecture consisting of time-predictable Leon3 processor cores and a network-on-chip (NoC) interconnect.

The remainder of this article is structured as follows: Section II presents related work in the area of model-based design in avionics, tool-assisted parallelization of embedded software and multi-core WCET analysis. The model-based TAWS application is introduced in Section III. Section IV presents the proposed parallelization approach, followed by a description of the multi-core WCET analysis tool in Section V. Section VI presents our experimental results before Section VII concludes the article.

II. Related Work

Considerable previous works studied parallel software for flight systems with emphasis on the applicability of multi-core architectures with respect to the safety constraints of the avionics domain [10–12]. Definitely, segregation, integrity, predictability, certification costs and performance are important challenges to tackle [13]. Notwithstanding, an effective and efficient development methodology for avionics applications using multi-core architectures still remains as a research question. The aerospace domain is yet to adopt complex toolchains and programming processes for exploiting the full potential of these next-generation heterogeneous parallel platforms.

Automated and tool-assisted software parallelization in different application domains has been an active research field for the last decades. Existing solutions in the field of High-Performance Computing (HPC) often target standard APIs like OpenMP\(^\text{‡}\) for the Message Passing Interface (MPI\(^\text{§}\)), which are not designed to meet hard-real-time requirements.

\[^{‡}\text{https://www.openmp.org/}\]
\[^{§}\text{https://www.mpi-forum.org/}\]
Therefore, we will focus in this section on the related works [14–18], which are dedicated to the domain of embedded cyber-physical systems.

The MAPS tool presented in [14] transforms the input program into a parallel intermediate representation that is based on a Process Network (PN) model of computation. This representation is used to apply various program transformations before an optimized parallel C code is produced as output. Different heuristics are used in the process to identify parallelism and profiling information serves as (average-case) performance measure.

The approaches [15] and [16] as well as the ALMA tool-flow in [17] use the Hierarchical Task Graph (HTG) proposed by Girkar et al. in [19] to extract task-level parallelism from the input program. The HTG representation is then used to generate a parallel schedule that is optimized to improve the average-case execution time.

The approach of the parMERASA project presented in [18] aims for WCET-aware parallelization based on parallel algorithm design patterns. It includes tool-support for application developers to fit their algorithms into parallel and predictable design patterns and algorithm skeletons. From these patterns, real-time guarantees are derived for the parallel execution of the algorithms on a multi-core platform.

Although some of the previous works successfully applied the HTG model for automated parallelization with average-case measures, the presented flow is the first to use it for WCET-aware parallelization. Except for the pattern-based approach in [18], the existing works aim to improve the average-case performance rather than the WCET. This limits their usability for hard real-time systems, where the WCET is the deciding criterion. Different from the average-case approaches, the ARGO flow is designed to address the predictability and interference challenges that are immanent to hard real-time systems. This is essential to enable tight WCET-analysis for hardware that is prone to timing interference.

Similar to ARGO, the parMERASA approach [18] explicitly targets hard real-time systems. However, the semi-automatic pattern-based approach is limited to a relatively coarse granularity, while the ARGO tools provide fine-grained parallelization with a higher degree of automation. Instead of relying on the end-user to apply pre-defined parallel design patterns, ARGO generates parallel programs in a largely automated process, while user decisions can still be included to improve the results.

The mentioned previous parallelization tools are all based on the C programming language and only [17] allows for a higher-level programming language as input. In contrast to that, the presented tool flow accepts model-based applications and high-level Scilab code as additional input languages. This reduces the expertise an end-user needs in order to implement, test and parallelize hard real-time software. Due to the predictability requirements, the ARGO tools, unlike approaches for average-case parallelization, need to impose additional restrictions on the input programs. The flow requires a well-predictable subset of C99, which enforces e.g. the absence of dynamic memory allocation and pointer arithmetic. Such limitations maintain the static WCET analyzability and are already common in real-time software for single cores. The possibility to use high-level programming languages helps to hide these restrictions from
Related research on WCET estimation of multi-threaded code is presented in [20,21]. In [20], the analyzed software consists of manually parallelized code, which is annotated such that the WCET estimation tool can identify task and inter-task synchronization (barriers, critical sections). The ARGO tool-flow, in contrast, integrates the automated task extraction process with the system-level WCET calculation and thus eliminates the need for error-prone manual annotations. The research reported in [21] proposes to integrate the calculation of synchronization costs using a core-level WCET estimation tool, which allows to capture hardware effects across tasks assigned to the same core. In contrast to [21], the technique designed for ARGO supports a more general execution model (some communications inside loops were difficult to deal with in [21]) and additionally copes with contention when accessing shared resources.

A lot of research has been performed on dealing with the cost of contention when accessing shared resources in real-time systems, both on applications modeled as independent tasks [22–24] and applications modeled as task graphs [4–7]. In comparison with related work, the ARGO approach identifies code sections that interfere with one another on non-trivial task graphs (including loops). Moreover, the ARGO approach is platform agnostic thanks to the use of an Architecture Description Language (ADL).

To the best of our knowledge, the presented approach is the first to integrate model-based design principles, a fine-grained automated parallelization for hard real-time systems and a static multi-core WCET-analysis into a holistic tool-flow. While parts of the tool-flow rely on previously published concepts [8,25,26], this article is the first to present results for the integrated approach including the multi-core WCET analysis.

III. Model-based Terrain Awareness and Warning System

The model-based design is characterized by the use of executable graphical data-flow oriented block diagram models and state machines for system specification, design, and implementation [27]. It promotes mathematical modeling to design, analyze, implement and evaluate dynamic systems and endorses extensive use of simulation in model-in-the-loop, software-in-the-loop, processor-in-the-loop, hardware-in-the-loop, and, in summary, x-in-the-loop fashion for verification purposes. The ARGO model-based design workflow starts with developing application models in Scilab/Xcos. Scilab/Xcos is an open-source model-based design and simulation environment [28]. Other model-based design and simulation environments include ANSYS SCADE Suite and MATLAB/Simulink, both of which are commercial and broadly used for avionics applications.

Following the ARGO design flow, the basic modes of the TAWS, which correspond to the basic modes of the EGPWS, have been modeled using Scilab/Xcos. The algorithms for the enhanced functions such as Terrain Alerting

---

[1] https://www.scilab.org/software/xcos
and Display and Terrain Look Ahead Alerting are implemented within the model as Scilab scripts.

Figure 1 presents the Excessive Descent Rate mode as an example. As demonstrated by their position in the graph and their orientation, the three aircraft have the same altitude, but different rates of descent. While the green aircraft is in a safe flight state, the orange one’s rate of descent causes a warning. The red aircraft’s descent rate, however, is too high considering its low altitude, requiring immediate action by the pilot. Figure 2 shows an overview of the implementation of this mode in Scilab/Xcos.

Figure 3 depicts the top-level structure for the entire TAWS model. Using 22 different Scilab/Xcos block types, it has in total over 800 blocks and 40 superblocks. In this representative avionics application use case, Scilab/Xcos provided an adequate set of features for model development [29]. Code generation and parallelization features of the ARGO workflow furnished a positive user experience. However, the infrastructure for industry-grade simulation-based verification and model quality assurance required an extra effort. The details of simulation-based verification approaches for x-in-the-loop testing can be found in [30,31]. The utilization of flight simulators for verification of model-based avionics applications on multi-core targets is further discussed in [32]. The concerns regarding the quality assessment of the models are further discussed in [33].

IV. WCET-aware Parallelization Tool-Flow

Figure 4 depicts the basic structure of the ARGO tool-flow. The parallelization part consists of the three steps Code Transformation, Scheduling & Mapping and Data Management & Synchronization. While a similar decomposition of the parallelization problem has been proposed in existing solutions like [17], novel and vastly different algorithms are required to parallelize hard real-time applications efficiently. The tight integration of the static System-Level WCET (SL-WCET) analyzer with the compiler flow furthermore advances the state of the art in multi-core WCET-analysis tools. Embedded into a holistic cross-layer optimization loop (left side of Figure 4), the components can iteratively exchange feedback information and enable user-interactive solution space exploration.

As described in the previous sections, the input programs for the ARGO tool-flow can be given as a combination of
Fig. 3 Top-level structure of the TAWS Xcos model.

Xcos, Scilab and predictable sequential C artifacts. The Scilab/Xcos Front-End initially transforms all Scilab/Xcos parts into a generic platform-independent C implementation. The (generated) C application and its corresponding ARGO intermediate representation is the starting point for the parallelizing source-to-source compiler flow. The purpose of the subsequent code-transformation step is to expose parallelism from loop nests and to improve the data locality. The latter is crucial to minimize potential sources of timing interference by reducing the need for communication and memory resource sharing. The program intermediate representation after code transformations is still sequential but contains a higher number of independent program parts for efficient parallelization.

The scheduling and mapping component solves the optimization problem of mapping reasonable parts of the program to the available cores and generating a static schedule that aims to minimize timing interference. The step uses
the well-known Hierarchical Task Graph (HTG) representation as an abstraction layer to model the optimization problem. The data management & synchronization step finally transforms the sequential program into a parallel one, which efficiently implements the generated HTG schedule. This step does not rely on the HTG abstraction but uses control flow graphs (CFG) for fine-grained optimization of the memory map and the synchronization structure. The output is a Parallel Program Intermediate Representation (PPIR), which follows a WCET-aware programming model with FIFO-based communication. Depending on the hardware platform, the PPIR may use shared memories in addition to message-based FIFO-communication to exchange data between cores.

For the generated parallel program, the SL-WCET analyzer finally computes a safe upper bound for the multi-core WCET. It uses knowledge preserved from the parallelization stages (especially the synchronization structure) in order to bound the number of conflicting accesses that may possibly occur at the same time. Besides the safe overall WCET, more detailed information about worst-case memory accesses and approximated WCET contributions of individual program parts is returned as feedback information for later iterations of the parallelization flow.

Static WCET analyzers like the ARGO SL-WCET module require knowledge of all timing-relevant hardware details to produce reasonable results. Besides the microarchitecture of the cores, the temporal behavior of interconnects is of particular interest in the multi-core case. To cover the variety of different bus and network-on-chip (NoC) topologies in modern multi- and many-core architectures, the ARGO flow relies on a flexible platform architecture model.
is embedded into a customized Architecture Description Language (ADL) format based on the *Software-Hardware Interface for Multi-Many-Core 1.0* (SHIM) specification††. The original SHIM specification has been extended for the proposed tool-flow to enable detailed modeling of communication components and interconnects. The extended model especially contains a description of routing paths, arbitration schemes, cache behavior, data throughput, and latencies to provide the necessary information for interference cost computation. The ADL is used in the ARGO flow by the parallelization steps to guide the optimization algorithms and by the SL-WCET to extract worst-case timings for memory accesses and interference effects.

The described steps (or layers) of the basic ARGO flow each expose a range of decisions, input parameters, and solver algorithms. These inputs are supplied by the so-called *Cross-Layer Optimization Control* components shown on the left side of Figure 4. The goal is to improve the overall parallelization result by co-optimizing the input decisions across all steps/layers in a user-interactive process. We use an iterative approach to account for the fact that decisions in earlier steps may heavily affect available decisions and degrees of freedom in later steps. Code transformation decisions, for instance, might substantially change the program structure including the task graphs used by the scheduler. The impact of these effects on the final SL-WCET is hard to model when making decisions for one step in isolation. For that reason, the cross-layer system back-propagates SL-WCET results from previous iterations, which can be used to refine decisions and to eliminate bottlenecks. The end-user can interactively guided this process using an integrated graphical user interface (GUI).

**A. Code Transformations**

The goal of the code-transformation step is to expose the inherent parallelism of nested loop structures and to improve the data locality. This is especially useful for algorithms that operate on large arrays that can be split into independent slices. Such slicing transformations can increase the number of independent tasks in the HTG and thus allow the scheduler to parallelize the transformed slices-processing routines. Another advantage is that smaller array slices are more likely to fit into fast core-private scratchpad memories, which can help to avoid interference costs for shared-memory accesses.

The transformations are realized using polyhedral compilation techniques, which are able to optimize larger code fragments with several different loop nest structures. The effect of these polyhedral transformations on the WCET bounds of sequential programs has already been studied with promising results in [26]. However, the TAWS application considered in this article is control-flow-dominated, without extensive computations inside loops. Thus, polyhedral transformations have no significant impact on this use-case, which is why their effect on parallelized programs is not studied in detail within this work. For more information about the code transformation approach, we refer to [26].

B. Scheduling & Mapping

The scheduling and mapping step solves the optimization problem of deciding which parts of the input code will run in parallel on which processor core. The Hierarchical Task Graph (HTG) \[19\] serves as an intermediate representation to formulate the optimization problem in a well-defined way.

1. Hierarchical Task Graph Model

```c
int htg(int a[256], int b[256], int x[128], int y[128][128]) {
    int c, i, j, sum;
    c = a[255] * b[255];
    for (i=0; i<128; i++) {
        x[i] = a[i] * b[i];
        for (j = 0; j < 128; j++)
            y[i][j] = a[i] * b[j];
    }
    sum = 0;
    for (i=1; i<128; i++)
        sum += a[i];
    return sum / c;
}
```

![Fig. 5 A source code example and the corresponding HTG with data dependencies for the variables](image)

The HTG is an abstraction of the sequential program representation that is suitable to generate optimized parallel schedules. The main advantage of the HTG is that its hierarchical structure resolves cyclic data dependencies, which are common in programs with loops. The absence of cycles, in turn, is an important prerequisite for many scheduling algorithms. The HTG model clusters dependency cycles (i.e. strongly connected components) into separate hierarchy levels, such that each hierarchy level represents a directed acyclic graph (DAG). Figure 5 illustrates that for an exemplary code fragment and the corresponding HTG. The hierarchy levels have distinct start and end nodes (circles in the figure),
while the HTG edges represent data dependencies. Given the hierarchical structure, the HTG can encapsulate parallelism on all levels of granularity, including the innermost loop nests. For the depicted example, the HTG immediately reveals, that there can be at most four task nodes running in parallel at the same time. In the absence of recursion, the HTG can be extended to cover multiple functions using virtual inlining of function calls.

Schedules for the HTG can be generated by recursively solving the individual acyclic hierarchy levels with bottom-up or top-down strategies. In doing so, a scheduler can explore and potentially parallelize the entire hierarchical structure without the need to handle cyclic dependency graphs.

2. Mapping & Scheduling of HTG Tasks

The goal of task mapping and scheduling is to identify potential parallelization opportunities, estimate the interference caused by tasks running in parallel and subsequently decide on the optimal allocation and sequencing of tasks to processing cores. Data mapping is the decision making process that places variables required by executing tasks to the available memory regions (e.g. scratchpad, shared memory or main memory) and affects the execution time and the interference between tasks. The aforementioned decisions are based on the estimated WCET of each task, which is gained by a sequential WCET-analysis pass. Unfortunately, the WCET of the tasks may change with the current schedule, which creates a cyclic dependency between WCET-estimation and scheduling decisions. One approach is to solve the problem in a single optimization model, which is not scaling to larger problem instances but can provide an optimal solution, given enough time.

The ARGO approach is to provide multiple algorithms with different performance/quality characteristics that share a common input/output format, thus creating a toolset of interchangeable algorithms. The implemented algorithms range from list-based heuristics (HEFT-LA, CPOP)\cite{34, 35} for very fast good-quality solutions to meta-heuristics with better solution quality and finally to ILP-based solvers that generate optimal or near-optimal solutions \cite{36}, but may take a very long time for bigger problem instances. As they share a common problem representation, all algorithms can be applied to HTG subtrees or individual DAGs to provide alternative solutions or to be used as lower-level algorithms in a hyper-heuristic decision process. The major changes of the heuristic algorithms compared to the literature is that the execution times of all tasks, the current critical path as well as the priority list of remaining tasks are updated with each task insertion in the solution. When deciding the mapping of a top task in the priority list, a multi knapsack problem is solved for each core to calculate a mapping of the variables used by the task to the accessible memory areas. This is due to the fact that, depending on the variable mapping, every individual task insertion may create interference with all other tasks that may execute in parallel on other cores. For the TAWS use case, a 20% reduction in the WCET estimation was observed when calculating memory mapping before each task placement. In our approach, variable mapping remains constant for the complete execution of each task. The detailed ILP model for the scheduling problem is presented by Alefragis et al. \cite{9}.
User-defined constraints on specific mapping of tasks to processing cores, maximum parallelization per task, clustering of tasks and variable mappings to specific memory segments are supported by all algorithms. For example, the end-user may define a group of tasks that should be assigned as a continuous sequence to a single processor core to prevent them from interfering with each other. Different solution strategies may also be selected for specific parts of an HTG to combine multiple algorithms. The scheduling algorithms may furthermore include SL-WCET information as feedback from previous iterations of the cross-layer optimization loop (see Subsection IV.D). At the beginning of each iteration, the feedback information is compared to the estimated execution time of tasks in the previous solution, as well as the interference between tasks that may execute in parallel and the starting/ending time of communication operations. When major differences are observed, the execution-time estimation is updated to reflect the difference and the tasks may be tagged not to be scheduled in parallel to different cores. The updated information is subsequently used to generate an alternative solution in the next iteration. In addition, end-users may also influence the behavior of algorithms with more advanced constraints. For example, when high interference between potentially parallel tasks is detected, the user may insert a “scheduling” constraint to prevent them from being scheduled in parallel.

C. Data Management & Synchronization

The Data Management & Synchronization step transforms the sequential program into a parallel one that implements the given schedule. The step can be broken down into the four phases 1) Data Partitioning, 2) Synchronization Refinement, 3) Deserialization and 4) Memory Mapping. To guarantee the absence of deadlocks by construction, most transformations are applied to the sequential Control Flow Graph (CFG) before deserializing it into separate CFGs per core in phase 3).

The goal of phase 1) is to subdivide the data fields of the original program into separate sets of private variables for each processor core. This is done with respect to the mapping decisions made for the tasks of the HTG model. Partitioning the data fields enables the use of distributed memory paradigms, where variables are stored in core-private memories with explicit message-based communication for data exchange. New local variables are created if necessary and communication operations are inserted in order to preserve the original data-flow. While distributed memory is the default case, an optimization algorithm may decide to use shared memory semantics for selected variables in order to avoid extensive communication overhead. The last step of phase 1) reorders the sequential control-flow to match the order specified by the scheduled HTG.

Phase 2) optimizes the placement of communication and synchronization operations. The HTG model assumes communication to take place at the beginning and/or the end of task nodes as shown in the upper part of Figure 6. The goal of phase 2) is now to analyze data dependencies on a finer level of granularity in order to move communication operations to more suitable positions without being limited to task boundaries. The lower part of Figure 6 illustrates how this can help to close gaps in the schedule. The optimization pass considers three different criteria to select the new
Fig. 6  Example schedule with send (S) and receive (R) operations before and after Synchronization Refinement

positions: I) the position should be suitable to close gaps in the schedule, II) the worst-case execution count for the chosen position should be as low as possible (e.g. outside of loop nests), and III) redundant synchronization operations should possibly be moved to the same position in order to merge them into a single one. Redundant synchronization can occur in the scheduled HTG e.g. if two independent pairs of tasks require synchronization between the same pair of cores. When moving communication points, both the sending and the receiving operation are always re-positioned together. In doing so, the optimization step cannot introduce backward dependencies that would later result in deadlocks.

Phase 3) deserializes the sequential control flow into one separate CFG per core. This is done by replicating the control flow structure for each core while leaving out nodes (i.e. basic blocks) that are mapped to other cores. To account for control-flow dependencies, synchronization is inserted for all branches and loops that affect send/receive operations. In doing so, we ensure that a send and the corresponding receive operation are always executed with the same execution count.

For the resulting parallel program, phase 4) finally computes a mapping of the program variables to the memories of the target platform. It aims for minimal interference on shared memories, busses and interconnects. The memory mapper relies on the results of a may-happen-in-parallel (MHP) analysis to predict the interference costs and uses ILP to model and solve the optimization problem.

The Parallel Program Intermediate Representation (PPIR) generated by the Data Management & Synchronization steps can directly be transformed into parallel C code. The PPIR together with a compiled binary of the generated code is used as input for the multi-core WCET analysis.

D. User-Interactive Cross-Layer Optimization

The iterative cross-layer process of the ARGO flow enables efficient decision-space exploration across all tool-flow steps (layers). A key element in this process is to maintain the back-traceability of basic blocks between the PPIR, HTG...
and CFG representations. This is achieved by means of persistent identifiers for basic blocks, which are preserved by the transformation steps. These identifiers enable a traceability mechanism that allows information on basic-block level to be exchanged between earlier and later intermediate representations. We use that, e.g., to back-annotate local WCET information from the final SL-WCET to the earlier intermediate representations in subsequent tool-flow iterations. Due to interference, cache effects and the generated memory map, this feedback information can significantly differ from the a priori WCET, which is derived from the sequential program. Therefore, knowing both the a priori and the feedback information can help to improve the solutions generated by the scheduling and the communication optimization steps.

![Fig. 7 GUI of ARGO workflow](image)

The traceability features and the SL-WCET feedback information are also useful for the user-interactive decision-space exploration process. This process is controlled through a graphical user interface (GUI) that visualizes the results of the different steps. The GUI can be used to tweak decisions like the mapping of HTG tasks or the application of specific loop transformations iteratively. The ARGO tool-flow is mapped to a view in the GUI as shown in Figure 7. During the “Sequential C Code Generation” step, the input Xcos model and Scilab code is converted to C code. The “Parallelization” step contains the sequential WCET estimation, the automatic call to the WCET-aware scheduler, a hierarchical program view, a view of the schedule, the automatic parallel code generation and the system-level WCET. All passes are executed automatically while taking into account all settings and user constraints defined either as pragmas in the C code or by setting them in the GUI. The hierarchical program view is another central view, which visualizes the hierarchical task graph described in Section IV.B.1. It allows the end-user to interact with the different layers of the tool.
flow:

- **Code transformations:** Where applicable, users can select code transformations that should be applied to the selected block. Depending on the transformation, these changes are applied during the sequential C code generation or directly on the C code. They include simple transformations like loop fission or splitting, as well as complex polyhedral transformations.

- **Mapping constraints:** Users can apply mapping constraints by specifying on which core a task should be executed, excluding cores from the automatic scheduling/mapping algorithms or by adding cluster constraints that limit the parallelization of tasks.

- **Scheduling results:** The results of the scheduler are displayed in the schedule view as shown in Figure 8. It shows the load of the individual cores of the target platform across time.

- **Data management:** Data dependencies can be analyzed using the schedule view, as shown by the arrows in Figure 8.

![Fig. 8 Schedule view](image)

V. Multi-core WCET-analysis

In general, static WCET estimation tools operate on sequential code snippets, that are meant to be executed on a single core of the architecture, and thus do not attribute any blocking delays or any interference delays caused by activities on the other cores. Our approach to multi-core WCET analysis is to use such a state-of-the-art sequential WCET analysis on core-level and enhance it with the aforementioned delays to get a System-Level WCET (SL-WCET). On core-level, we utilize the aiT static WCET analyzer [37], which has been used in the avionics industry for more than a decade. The tool uses the technique of abstract interpretation to directly analyze binary executables taking into account the core’s micro-architecture (cache and pipeline). The analyzer is used in three steps of the ARGO workflow:
(i) to estimate the Core-Level WCET of code snippets, (ii) to obtain the worst-case number of memory accesses and (iii) to calculate a System-Level WCETs (after adding the delays caused by the parallel execution of program parts on other cores).

A. System-Level WCET Analysis

Since, by their construction, static WCET analysis tools calculate WCET estimates for code running on a single-core, out-of-core induced delays have to be computed separately. For a parallel application as generated by the ARGO toolchain, two types of delays have to be added to the sequential WCET estimation provided by the core-level analysis:

- Delays due to interference when accessing shared hardware resources such as buses and shared memories
- Communication/Synchronization delays, when the execution on one core waits for data from another core

Calculation of these delays is achieved on the Scheduled PPIR, an example of which is given in the left part of Figure 9 for a 3-core architecture. Circles represent basic blocks, plain arrows represent the control flow within each core and dashed arrows represent unidirectional communication between cores. Colored blocks labeled S and W represent Signal/Wait blocks and model the endpoints of communication/synchronization between the cores (Send/Receive operations can be seen as a special case of Signal/Wait). For simplicity, the selected running example does not include loops and branches, although they are supported in the PPIR format and the whole ARGO tool-chain. The role of shaded areas grouping blocks and notations $\sigma$ and $\epsilon$ will be explained later.

In ARGO, accesses to the shared resources are arbitrated with particular policies (described in the ADL), and their time to complete may highly depend on the code snippets running on the other cores. To calculate delays caused by interference when accessing shared resources, the System-Level WCET performs several analyses in the following order: Step 1. Acyclic-PPIR Graph Construction: As a first step, to aid the May-Happen-in-Parallel analysis (see Step 3), the PPIR graph is transformed into an acyclic one. This is achieved with a graph transformation algorithm, which unrolls the loop body twice and removes the loop’s back-edges.

Step 2. Basic-block Sequence Graph Construction: Following, consecutive basic blocks (on the same core) of the acyclic-PPIR graph are grouped into sequences, corresponding to code-snippets. Essentially, a sequence is the ordered set of basic blocks between two synchronization (Signal/Wait) nodes. Sequences are represented as grey areas grouping blocks in the left part of Figure 9.

Step 3. May Happen in Parallel (MHP) analysis: Subsequently the MHP analysis is performed to identify which of the (previously constructed) sequences may interfere with other sequences. It does so by constructing the transitive closure of the acyclic-PPIR graph, considering both intra-core and inter-core communications; two sequences $NS_i$ and $NS_j$ may happen in parallel if there is no edge between them in the transitive closure. In Figure 9, for example, $NS_3$ can potentially happen in parallel to $NS_9$, since there might be an execution scenario where $NS_3$ starts before the worst-case end time $\epsilon_9$ of $NS_9$ ($\sigma_3$ is only an upper bound). Without knowing a safe lower bound for the start time of $NS_3$, only a
synchronization edge could safely prevent these sequences from happening in parallel. The complete results of the MHP analysis for the example are given in the right part of Figure 9.

**Step 4. Core-Level Analysis:** At this step, the static core-level analysis tool is utilized to acquire the WCET and Worst-Case Memory Accesses (WCMA) of each sequence (WCMA includes both data accesses and instruction fetches). In our example, the WCET($NS_i$) of each node sequence $NS_i$ is given in the right part of Figure 9.

**Step 5. Interference Analysis:** According to the results of the MHP analysis and the WCMA, the possible interference delays of each sequence are calculated; this is achieved due to knowledge of the WCMA and the shared resource arbitration schemes as specified by the ADL. In our example, the interference delays $IF(NS_i)$ of each node sequence $NS_i$ is given in the right part of Figure 9.

**Step 6. Communication Analysis:** Following, the communication analysis is used to determine communication delays (i.e. blocking times at Wait operations). The communication analysis starts from the first sequence of each core and
calculates the worst-case start time ($\sigma_i$) and end time ($\epsilon_i$) of each sequence $NS_i$ as follows:

$$\sigma_i = \max_{NS_j \in \text{pred}(NS_i)} (\epsilon_j) \quad \text{and} \quad \epsilon_i = \sigma_i + WCET(NS_i) + IF(NS_i)$$ (1)

with $\text{pred}(NS_i)$ being the predecessor sequences of $NS_i$ in the acyclic-PPIR, considering both intra and inter-core edges. For example, the worst-case end times of $NS_1$ and $NS_4$ are $\epsilon_1 = 5$ and $\epsilon_4 = 6$. Consequently, the start of $NS_2$ is the maximum of the two, i.e. $\sigma_2 = 6$.

Using the start and end times of each sequence, the communication delay $COM(NS_i)$ of a sequence $NS_i$ is:

$$COM(NS_i) = \sigma_i - \epsilon_{\text{pred}_k(NS_i)}$$ (2)

where $\text{pred}_k(NS_i)$ is the predecessor sequence of $NS_i$ on the same core. Continuing the previous example, the communication delay of sequence $NS_2$ at the wait node $W_1$ is $\sigma_2 - \epsilon_1 = 1$.

**Step 7. System-Level Analysis:** As a final step, the static analysis tool aiT is configured (through annotations) to add the interference delays $IF(NS_i)$ and communication delays $COM(NS_i)$ for each of the sequences $NS_i$. With the delays added, the WCET calculation of the static analysis tool provides the SL-WCET for each core. The global SL-WCET corresponds to the maximum of the SL-WCETs of all cores.

**VI. Experimental Evaluation**

In our experimental evaluation, we use the ARGO tools to parallelize the model-based TAWS application and a C-implementation of the Canny Edge Detection algorithm. The latter is an image processing algorithm used in avionics e.g. for vision-based aircraft navigation systems such as [38]. We determine safe static WCET values for the generated code and additionally measure the average-case execution times (ACET) for the TAWS on the target platform. As a reference to compute speedup numbers for parallel programs, we use the WCET/ACET of the sequential C code before code transformations on a single core of the platform. For the TAWS, we only measure/analyze the core algorithm without routines that handle data input and output. We use pre-defined test-bench data as stimuli for the TAWS, but make sure that the data is not visible for the value analysis of the WCET analyzer. By means of pseudo-random number generation, we ensure that the test-bench inputs have enough variance to get a realistic average-case performance.

**A. Target Hardware Platforms**

As hardware target for our evaluations, we use a timing-predictable platform based on the InvasIC research architecture [39]. The platform consists of LEON3 processor cores embedded into a WCET-customized network-on-chip (NoC). The LEON3 cores implement the SPARC-V8 RISC instruction set and are based on the intellectual property (IP)
Each core resides in an independent processing tile with an Advanced High-performance Bus (AHB) as a local interconnect. The AHB bus connects the core to the tile local memory (TLM) and the network adapter as shown in Figure 10. The TLM contains program code as well as local program data, which are both cached in configurable L1 data and instruction caches. While the ARGO flow generally supports instruction and data fetches from shared memories, the distributed memory structure of the evaluation platform helps to avoid unnecessary interference effects.

The interconnects inside the tiles are free of interference, since the LEON3 core is the only master of the local AHB bus. Communication between tiles is provided by the network adapter, which implements a register interface for message-based communication through the NoC. The NoC itself uses a scalable 2D mesh topology, consisting of packet switching routers to transmit data from the source to the destination tile. The routers use an XY-routing algorithm, which first minimizes the distance between source and destination in X-direction before routing in Y-direction. The data is subdivided into flits while traversing the NoC through so-called virtual channels. A virtual channel is an end-to-end connection between two tiles, which can be configured either for best effort (BE) or for guaranteed service (GS) traffic. To ensure real-time capability, we only use GS connections in our evaluation. By means of weighted round-robin arbitration, GS connections have guaranteed worst-case latencies/throughputs, while the maximum NoC performance can still be utilized in the absence of interference.

The InvasIC platform is implemented as an FPGA prototype on a Xilinx Virtex UltraScale+ FPGA VCU118 Evaluation Kit. For our experiments, it was configured to run at 100MHz while the TLM size was set to 512 Kbyte. The L1 instruction and data caches have each been configured as 8 Kbytes two-way associative cache with least recently used.

Fig. 10  System overview of the InvasIC platform
(LRU) replacement strategy. The LEON3 cores in the InvasIC design do not have a hardware floating-point unit (FPU).

B. Results

Table 1 shows the ACET and WCET in μs for the TAWS on the InvasIC platform prototype. The ARGO tools generated a parallelization that utilizes all four cores of the platform while the data fields fitted into the TLMs. The scheduling step was configured to use a WCET-aware HEFT-LA heuristic and all floating-point computations used double precision. For the first parallelization in the table, all optimizations have been enabled. The second one was generated using the same schedule, but with communication placement optimization disabled (Phase 2 of the “Data Management & Synchronization” step).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>WCET</th>
<th>ACET</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sequential code</td>
<td>7788 μs</td>
<td>672 μs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>parallel code (speedup)</td>
<td>4410 μs (1.77)</td>
<td>524 μs (1.28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>parallel w/o comm. opt.</td>
<td>4792 μs (1.63)</td>
<td>641 μs (1.05)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With activated communication optimization, one iteration of the parallelized TAWS requires 314 communication operations and the individual cores accumulate in average 2114 μs worst-case synchronization delay while waiting for other cores. This is a relatively high ratio of communication to computation, which indicates that the TAWS is rather difficult to parallelize. Nevertheless, the ARGO tools achieve a speedup of 1.77 in WCET performance compared to the single-core version. With the corresponding WCET of the parallelized code, we achieve a minimum update rate of 226Hz for the TAWS algorithm on the InvasIC platform. The measured ACET is improved by the lower factor of 1.28, which can be explained by the WCET-oriented optimization strategy of the ARGO tools and the significantly lower computational load in the average case scenario. Optimizing for ACET speedups as a second criterion is not (yet) implemented in the ARGO tool-flow. This criterion would become relevant for mixed-criticality systems, where the spare time gained from an earlier completion of hard real-time computations can be used to execute non-critical tasks.

The reference scenario with disabled communication placement optimization shows that this step improves the parallel WCET by 8.7% and the ACET by 22.3%. The refined placement thus significantly contributes to the overall speedup of the communication-heavy TAWS application.

Although the target platform does not include a hardware FPU, we also ran the ARGO tools for the TAWS with the assumption that SPARC-V8 floating-point instructions are enabled. The tools generate sequential output code in this case since no beneficiary parallelization could be found. With 484μs, the resulting WCET of the sequential code with FPU instructions was significantly lower. Generally, the comparison of the ACET and WCET times in Table 1 shows a significant gap between the safe worst-case times and the measured execution times. The fact that the
sequential WCET with FPU is even lower than the ACET without FPU indicates that the software implementations of the floating-point computations are a major reason for that gap. This is not surprising since the execution times of software floating-point routines can change significantly depending on the input data. Without further information, a static WCET analyzer must assume the worst possible input, which results in relatively pessimistic WCET values compared to the ACET.

The TAWS is, on the one hand, a good use-case to evaluate the ARGO tools for applications with high communication overhead. On the other hand, benchmarks with higher memory usage are more suitable to demonstrate the handling of interference in the ARGO flow. In general, there is a trade-off between communication costs and interference costs in the presented WCET-aware parallelization approach. Less communication and synchronization results in fewer constraints for the MHP analysis, which in turn increases the interference costs, since more memory accesses may happen in parallel.

We use the complementary canny-edge-detector use-case to evaluate the ARGO flow for the other side of this trade-off. This benchmark is characterized by a lower communication overhead, but has a higher computational complexity and requires more memory. To provide sufficient memory, we extended the ADL description for InvasIC to model a platform with enabled FPU and an uncached 2GB off-chip shared memory that is connected to the AHB bus of one of the tiles. This memory is assumed to have a load-access delay of 7 cycles for the local LEON3 core, while additional delays are added for NoC transfers and interference effects. To parallelize the edge detection algorithm, the input image with 256x256 pixels (in single-precision floating representation) is initially divided into four overlapping tiles. These tiles can be processed independently before being merged into a single output image. The shared memory was used by the memory-mapping component to store the input and output images as well as several intermediate images that could not be mapped to the TLMs for space reasons. The result for this benchmark is a WCET speedup of 2.66 using four processor cores. With the image split into tiles, the parallelization requires only six communication operations but suffers from 12.5% WCET penalty\textsuperscript{[1]} caused by interference when accessing the shared memory.

VII. Conclusion

In this article, we have shown that complex tool-flows consisting of automated parallelization and Worst-Case-Execution-Time (WCET) analysis tools can be successfully used to automate the process of adapting real-time programs to multi-core target platforms. By parallelizing a model-based Terrain Awareness and Warning System (TAWS) as well as a Canny Edge Detection algorithm, we demonstrate the feasibility of this approach for both communication-intensive applications and benchmarks with shared memory usage and interference effects. The resulting WCET speedups of 1.77 for the TAWS and 2.66 for the edge detector furthermore show that hard real-time applications can significantly benefit from the use of multi-core platforms. From the successful end-to-end implementation of a parallel TAWS with

---

\textsuperscript{[1]}The penalty refers to the sum of interference costs for all cores relative to the sum of worst-case execution times for all cores.
model-based design principles, we can conclude that the presented tool flow, together with the proposed user-interactive workflow, can help to significantly improve the productivity in the development of hard real-time applications.

If high speedups can be achieved for a wider range of safety-critical avionics applications, the presented tools may have the potential to facilitate the adoption of both multi-core computing platforms and model-based design principles in avionics. It is part of the planned future work to investigate this potential and evaluate the approach with larger sets of use-case applications and hardware target platforms. Concerning a potential technology transfer from a research prototype to the actual utilization in avionic software development, tool qualification is a critical issue to be addressed. However, the question of qualifying the presented approach is strongly related to general research efforts for certifying multi-core systems and therefore should not be considered in isolation. Demonstrating the feasibility of WCET-aware parallelization is a significant step towards multi-core platforms in avionics, but considerable future efforts will be necessary to meet and verify all requirements for qualification.
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